Christmas in Australia

Ride along on a train with Santa Claus as he spreads Christmas cheer through the Australian Outback from Sydney to Perth.

Plus

The Perfect Trip Across North Gujarat

Take A Family Vacation In Malaysia

The Science Behind The World’s Natural Wonders

Win!

A Trip To Indonesia Worth ₹2 Lakh
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Plus

The Perfect Trip Across North Gujarat

Take A Family Vacation In Malaysia

The Science Behind The World’s Natural Wonders

5 Easy Weekend Trips

Kottayam Nainital Hyderabad Mumbai Sangameshwar
Win! a trip to Indonesia worth ₹ 2 lakh, Pg 153
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YOUR TRAVEL PHOTOS AND THE STORIES BEHIND THEM
22 A beautiful girl in Ethiopia, and other great travel images from our readers

GLOBETROTTER
THIS MONTH’S TRAVEL NEWS, VIEWS AND DISCOVERIES
56 World on your Plate... Looking for a quick, filling snack? Currywurst from Germany will hit the spot
58 Country at a Glance: Enjoy the natural gorgeousness of Zimbabwe

EASY TRIPS
SHORT BREAKS YOU CAN TAKE RIGHT NOW
70 Head to this Syrian Christian homestay in Kottayam, Kerala, and fall (happily) into a food coma
74 A cabin by the river or a lodge in the hills – take your pick in Nainital, Uttarakhand
78 A food trail through Hyderabad, Telangana, brings forth Andhra cuisine in all its avatars
82 Eat, drink, lounge, swim – choose from two great staycations in Mumbai, Maharashtra
86 This farmstay in Sangameshwar, Maharashtra, lets you get down and dirty, literally
90 Max Out Agra: Meet and learn about rehabilitated sloth bears at the Wildlife SOS India – Agra Bear Rescue Facility

MINI GUIDES
THEMED GUIDES TO PULL OUT AND TAKE WITH YOU
149 The stylish city of Stockholm, Sweden, hides a thriving cultural scene beneath its glitzy surface
151 Bangalore, Karnataka, is a treasure trove of great microbreweries, fun pubs and even better grub
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92 Train your sights on the Australian Outback from Sydney to Perth this Christmas – you might be in for a bit of a surprise

106 Theme parks, interactive cultural immersion and some good of TLC – an action-packed family vacation awaits in Malaysia

120 Take to the road and explore the many treasures hidden in plain sight in North Gujarat with our ideal itinerary across the state

138 BONUS FEATURE! Decode the science behind four of the world’s natural wonders
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